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Abstract
Indirect genetic methods are frequently used to estimate the effective population size (Ne)
or effective number of breeders (Nb) in natural populations. Although assumptions behind
these methods are often violated, there have been few attempts to evaluate how accurate
these estimates really are in practice. Here we investigate the influence of natural selection
following a population admixture on the temporal method for estimating Ne. Our analytical
and simulation results suggest that Ne is often underestimated in this method when subpopulations differ substantially in allele frequencies and in reproductive success. The
underestimation is exacerbated when true Ne and the fraction of the low-fitness group are
large. As an empirical example, we compared Nb estimated in natural populations of steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) using the temporal method (ˆb[temp]) with estimates
based on direct demographic methods (ˆb[demo]) and the linkage disequilibrium method
(ˆb[LD]). While ˆb[LD] was generally in close agreement with ˆb[demo], ˆb[temp] was much
lower in sample sets that were dominated by nonlocal hatchery fish with low reproductive
success, as predicted by the analytical results. This bias in the temporal method, which
arises when genes associated with a particular group of parents are selected against in
the offspring sample, has not been widely appreciated before. Such situations may be particularly common when artificial propagation or translocations are used for conservation.
The linkage disequilibrium method, which requires data from only one sample, is robust
to this type of bias, although it can be affected by other factors.
Keywords: effective population size, hatchery program, migration, natural selection, steelhead,
temporal method
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Introduction
The effective population size per generation (Ne) and
the effective number of breeders per year (Nb) influence
important processes such as genetic drift, inbreeding,
and response to selection in natural populations (Hedrick
2005). Although these parameters are of central importance to evolutionary and conservation biology, obtaining
reliable estimates of these parameters is elusive at best.
Direct calculation of estimates of effective population size
(Ne) is often impossible in natural populations because
of the lack of demographic information (e.g. sex ratio,
fluctuation of N, and mean and variance of family size per
Correspondence: Hitoshi Araki, Fax: 541-737-0501; E-mail:
arakih@science.oregonstate.edu

parent, Crow & Kimura 1970). In the absence of extensive
pedigree data for estimating these parameters, researchers
often rely on indirect genetic methods for estimating Ne.
The temporal method is the most commonly used genetic
method for estimating effective size. This method estimates
variance effective population size based on allele frequency
change between samples taken at two or more points in
time, and it assumes that observed changes in allele frequency
result only from random genetic drift and sampling error
(Krimbas & Tsakas 1971; Nei & Tajima 1981; Waples 1989).
The linkage disequilibrium (LD) method calculates
inbreeding effective population size based on the extent
of LD between pairs of loci (Hill 1981) and, unlike the
temporal method, can be (but rarely has been) used when
only a single sample from a population is available (Bartley
et al. 1992; Bucci et al. 1997).
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In natural populations, the assumptions behind these
methods are often violated. For example, these genetic
methods assume a panmictic population. However, some
level of structure is common in natural populations (e.g.
Campbell et al. 2006; Piggott et al. 2006), and migration
among subpopulations can bias the temporal Ne estimates
substantially (Wang & Whitlock 2003). Selective neutrality
at the marker loci is another important assumption. Even
if the markers themselves are selectively neutral, natural
selection on sites linked to the neutral marker loci can affect
Ne at the neutral loci (Charlesworth et al. 1995; Santiago
& Caballero 1998). Thus, if some of the marker loci are
directly or indirectly affected by natural selection, true Ne
at each locus may vary (Goldringer & Bataillon 2004).
Natural selection might affect not only the true Ne at
each locus but also the estimation of Ne in some cases. One
such case (and one which has not been documented previously) is natural selection following a population admixture. When two or more groups of breeders differ in both
allele frequency and mean reproductive success, differences in allele frequency between parents and offspring
result from both random genetic drift and differential
reproductive success, with the result that the temporal
method underestimates Ne. An example would be a population that receives an influx of immigrants that have low
reproductive success in the new environment. Local
adaptation seems to be the rule, rather than the exception,
in natural populations (Mousseau et al. 2000), so that situation probably arises frequently. That situation also arises
when natural populations are deliberately supplemented
with individuals raised in an artificial environment (e.g.
Fleming & Peterson 2001; Joron & Brakefield 2003;
McGinnity et al. 2003). The individuals that are artificially
introduced often suffer from low fitness in the wild via
local adaptation and/or domestication selection, and the
strength of natural selection against the supplemented
individuals can be substantial (e.g. McGinnity et al. 2003;
Araki et al. 2006). Ne in supplemented populations is of
special interest in conservation biology, and theoretical
predictions for effects of artificial supplementation on Ne
have extensively been addressed (Ryman & Laikre 1991;
Waples & Do 1994; Wang & Ryman 2001; Duchesne &
Bernatchez 2002). However, the effects of natural selection
following a population admixture on the genetic estimation of Ne have not been examined, and there have been
few empirical attempts to compare Ne based on different
methods in actual, supplemented populations (Ardren &
Kapuscinski 2003; Miller & Waits 2003).
In this study, we use analytical and empirical approaches
and computer simulations to assess the consequences of
using genetic methods to estimate effective size in a population that consists of genetically differentiated groups
under natural selection. First, we analytically explore the
conditions under which the temporal method will give

biased estimates assuming a one-generation (parent–
offspring) data set. Next, we use Monte Carlo simulations
to quantitatively evaluate bias in multigeneration data
sets with and without recurrent migration. Finally, we
compare the estimates of effective number of breeders per
year (Nb ) using the temporal and LD methods with Nb
based on actual demographic data, in two populations of
steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) in the Hood River.
The demographic estimates of Nb in these populations
have been obtained from pedigree data in a previous study
(Araki et al. 2007). The genetic data from these populations,
composed of parental samples and their offspring cohorts,
allows us direct comparisons among Nb using different
methods. Our results demonstrate the potential for a
substantial downward bias in the temporal estimates of
effective population size under certain conditions.

Methods
Analytical model and sampling schemes considered
In the analytical approach, we consider a discrete generation
model in which a parental generation is distinguishable
from the progeny generation. For simplicity, we focus on
the moment-based temporal method (Waples 1989) in this
study. mathematica version 4.1 (Wolfram) was used to
calculate analytical results.

The temporal method
The temporal method was applied to each pair of parent
and offspring samples to obtain the Nb estimate (Nb [ temp ] ).
Because each offspring sample represents a single cohort
that was produced by a single parental run year, we could
treat the samples as parent–offspring samples from a
population with discrete generations. This sample structure
simplifies the interpretation of results. Under this sampling regime, estimated Nb always represents the effective
number of spawners in the parental year (Waples 2005).
Our nonlethal sampling method in the empirical data from
steelhead allowed the sampled individuals to reproduce
and thus conforms to Plan I sampling in Waples (1989).
Nb was estimated by the standardized variance in allele
frequency change (f, Nei & Tajima 1981) as
N b[temp] =

f=

1
,
2[ f − 1/(2SP ) − 1/(2SO ) + 1/N ]

L
(q P ,i − qO,i )2
1
,
∑
L i=1 (q P ,i + qO,i )/2 − qP ,i qO,i

(eqn 1)

(eqn 2)

where SP and SO are sample sizes of parents and offspring,
and qP,i and qO,i are frequencies of allele i (i = 1, 2, … L) in
the parent and offspring samples, respectively. N represents
© 2007 The Authors
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Table 1 Genetic and demographic estimates of effective numbers of breeders in two steelhead populations
Temporal estimation
Run year
Summer run
Su94
Su95
Su96
Su97
Su98
Winter run
Wi91
Wi92
Wi93
Wi94
Wi95
Wi96
Wi97
Wi98

LD estimation

N*

Nb [demo]*

%Hat*

Nb[temp] (95% CI)

Nb[temp]/Nb[demo]

Nb[LD] (95% CI)

Nb[LD]/Nb[demo]

2506
1518
1902
1500
927

547
204
478
278
231

89.7**
79.7**
87.8**
84.3**
2.9

33 (23–44)
38 (27–51)
32 (23–42)
25 (18–32)
264 (116–1269)

0.06
0.18
0.07
0.09
1.10

210 (201–219)
224 (215–233)
423 (405–441)
333 (319–347)
367 (352–382)

0.38
1.10
0.88
1.20
1.59

1781
710
760
512
700
921
868
1395

492
229
314
234
317
501
452
542

29.0**
1.2
0.5
2.9
40.1***
49.3***
47.2***
42.6***

120 (84–170)
277 (178–447)
325 (182–713)
210 (131–354)
194 (147–249)
277 (201–370)
301 (209–430)
276 (183–425)

0.24
1.21
1.04
0.90
0.61
0.55
0.67
0.51

396 (372–400)
211 (203–218)
278 (268–289)
173 (165–178)
249 (237–256)
403 (388–418)
490 (472–508)
498 (482–520)

0.81
0.92
0.89
0.74
0.78
0.80
1.08
0.92

Nb [temp] and Nb[LD] represent estimates of the number of breeders in each run year from the temporal method and the LD method,
respectively. Values indicated in 95%CI represent confidence intervals (CI) at 95%, calculated by methods in Waples (1989) for Nb[temp]
and in Waples (2006) for Nb [LD] .
*data from Araki et al. (2007). N represents an estimate of the whole population size, Nb[demo] represents the demographic estimate of Nb,
and %Hat represents the percentage of hatchery-born fish among total number of anadromous fish returned to the river in each run year.
**the percentage of traditional hatchery stocks (%Htrad).
***the percentage of supplementation hatchery stocks (%Hsupp).
[Correction added after online publication 10 May 2007: in the preceding table the last column title, Nb[temo]/Nb[demo] was corrected to
Nb [LD] /Nb[demo]].

an estimated census population size, which takes the
whole population (including nonanadromous fish) into
consideration (Table 1, Araki et al. 2007). Cutoff level for a
minimum allele frequency was set as qP,i or qO,i > 0.02 to
minimize a bias pointed out by Waples (1989) and Turner
et al. (2001). Another estimate of the standardized variance
in allele frequency change (fk, Pollak 1983) was also used
to estimate Nb, but there were few differences between
these estimates and the ones reported here (data not shown).
The 95% confidence intervals for Nb were calculated using
the 2.5% and 97.5% cumulative probabilities of the χ2
distribution according to the method of Waples (1989).

Monte Carlo simulations for multigeneration effects
We used Monte Carlo simulations for analyses of multiple
generation effects. For simplicity, we assumed the haploid
Wright-Fisher model with discrete generation. The other
assumptions are as follows: (i) we consider two loci, one of
which is under selection and the other locus is a neutral
marker; (ii) either free or no recombination between the
loci; and (iii) local adaptation, in which immigrants have
lower reproductive success than local residents because all
the immigrants have a deleterious allele at the selected
locus with relative fitness R (R ≤ 1). Multigeneration effects
are examined in two scenarios, a single-pulse migration
© 2007 The Authors
Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

and recurrent migration. First, we assumed a pulse of
migration of a low-fitness group at the initial generation
(t = 0), as we did in the analytical approach. Then we
estimated the temporal Ne in two sampling schemes,
depending on the time of the first temporal sampling. In
the first sampling scheme, the temporal Ne (= t/f for the
haploid population) is calculated measuring the change in
allele frequency between generation 0 and t. This sampling
scheme represents a situation in which temporal samples
are separated by multiple generations and only the initial
sample includes new immigrants. In the second sampling
scheme, we measured allele frequency change between
generations t-1 and t. In this sampling scheme, therefore,
we sampled parents and their offspring, but those two
samples were taken a variable number of generations after
the migration event. These simulations were designed to
evaluate over how many generations a pulse of migration
(at t = 0) affects a single-generation temporal estimate
(measured between generations t-1 and t).
In the recurrent migration scenario, we introduced a
constant proportion of immigrants that have low reproductive success every generation. To reach an equilibrium
state before the Ne estimation, 100 generations of the simulations were performed in advance of collecting the first
sample. We confirmed that allele frequencies (both at selected
and marker loci) are stable after the 100 generations. We
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obtained simulation results using the first sampling scheme
(between generation 0 and t) in this scenario, because results
using the second sampling scheme (between generations
t-1 and t) were unchanged among different t and close to
the results at t = 1 in the first sampling scheme because of
the equilibrium state. In all the cases, we calculated the
temporal Ne for 10 generations in each simulation, and f
were averaged over 10 000 replications in order to obtain Ne.

Empirical data from steelhead
Here we used the same data set of the Hood River
steelhead as in Araki et al. (2007) (Table 1). The Hood River
basin is a tributary of the Columbia River in the northwest
United States. Since 1991, almost every adult steelhead
returning to spawn in this river has had scale and fin-snip
samples taken at the Powerdale Dam fish trap. This dam is
located 4 river miles from the mouth of the Hood River.
Steelhead spawn only above the dam, which is a complete
upstream barrier to migration for all salmonids. Thus, we
have DNA samples from almost every anadromous steelhead
that spawned in this river for 15 years.
This river holds two distinct populations (runs) of
steelhead, the summer run and the winter run. The run
year is the year in which adult fish begin arriving at the river
to spawn, and is the calendar year before they actually
spawn. In this study, we investigated Nb in five run-year
samples of summer run (run years 1994 to 1998; hereafter,
Su94 to Su98) and eight run-year samples of winter run
(run years 1991 to 1998; hereafter, Wi91 to Wi98) in order
to compare the results with demographic estimates of Nb
in Araki et al. (2007). Both runs breed in the spring, but in
different forks of the river. Only a few hybridization events
were identified between populations in the parentage
analysis (Araki et al. 2007). To identify a single offspring
cohort from a specific run year of parents, brood years of
the returning adults were examined via scale-reading. The
total numbers of individuals used in this study were 4561
for summer-run parents, 2217 for summer-run offspring
cohorts, 3945 for winter-run parents, and 5991 for winterrun offspring cohorts. Note that a single offspring cohort is
composed of multiple run years of returning adults,
because of the variable age at spawning in the steelhead
populations (normally 3 – 7 years old).

Hatchery programs
Traditional hatchery stocks (Htrad) are produced using
nonlocal brood stocks that have spent multiple generations
in hatcheries. Supplementation hatchery stocks (Hsupp) are
produced using local, wild fish as brood stock. Our data sets
are composed of four run years that include large proportions
of Htrad (80–90% in Su94 – 97) and one run year with a
modest proportion of Htrad (29% in Wi91), four run years that

are almost exclusively wild fish (Su98, Wi92–94,%Htrad
< 3%), and four run years in which the proportions of Hsupp
(%Hsupp) are close to 50% (Wi95–98) (Table 1). Htrad fish
have substantially lower reproductive success than the
other two types when breeding in the wild (Araki et al. 2006).

Microsatellite loci
Genotypes at eight microsatellite loci (Omy1001, Omy1011,
Omy1191, Omy77, One108, One2, Ssa407, and Str2) in the
samples above were determined in the previous studies
(Araki et al. 2006, 2007). Our data include 97.6% of adult
samples that returned to the river between run years 1994
and 2003 (for winter run, 1998–2003 for summer run).
These loci are highly polymorphic, and the average
expected heterozygosities are about 90% in all the loci.
In a previous study (Araki et al. 2007), we performed a
parentage analysis in order to estimate the mean and
variance in the sizes of families produced by the breeders
each year, which gives demographic estimates of Nb for
each population in each run year. Here we utilized these
genetic data to measure the allele frequency changes between
parental samples and their offspring cohorts (for the
temporal method) and the allelic linkage disequilibrium
among the offspring cohorts (for the LD method).

The linkage disequilibrium method
For each offspring cohort, we estimated Nb(Nb[LD]) in the
parents from the linkage disequilibrium in their offspring
via the LD method (Hill 1981). We used the Burrows
method (Weir 1996) to calculate the squared correlation of
allele frequencies (r2) at pairs of loci. The overall mean ‰ 2
for each sample was computed as the weighted average r 2
over the L(L−1)/2 pairwise comparisons of different gene
loci, with L being the number of polymorphic loci. The
weights for each locus pair were the relative number of
independent alleles used in the comparison. For two loci
with K1 and K2 alleles, respectively, there are the equivalent
of (K1 − 1)(K2 − 1) independent allelic comparisons. The total
degrees of freedom associated with the overall weighted
mean ‰ 2 was computed as n = ∑(Ki − 1)(Kj − 1), with the
sum over all pairwise comparisons of loci. To minimize
possible bias from low frequency alleles, we only used
alleles with a frequency ≥ 0.02. We used the bias correction
developed by Waples (2006; random mating model) to
estimate effective size from the overall mean ‰ 2. Confidence
intervals to Ne were computed using equation 12 in Waples
(2006) assuming n degrees of freedom. These parametric
confidence intervals are undoubtedly too narrow (but
by an unknown amount) because the different pairwise
comparisons of loci are not independent (Hill 1981; Waples
2006), and the effects of large numbers of alleles per locus
on n have not been evaluated.
© 2007 The Authors
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of temporally spaced sample sets. In the parental population, fractions of group X and Y are a and (1 − a), and
allele frequencies within each group are px (in X) and py (in Y). Average fitness in group X is R (relative to 1 in group Y). p, pgp, p′ represent
average allele frequencies in the parental population, gamete pool, and progeny generation, respectively. pgp is deterministically given by
natural selection, but p′ is determined stochastically due to random genetic drift.

The demographic method
The demographic estimates of Nb(Nb[demo]) were obtained
using the sex ratio, variance in family size in both sexes in
each run year, and the whole (census) population sizes of
each run year, as estimated in the previous study (Araki
et al. 2007). Obviously, the demographic Nb is subject to
sampling errors and other uncertainties (e.g. parentage
assignment errors), and should not be considered as the true
Nb. However, the almost complete sampling of anadromous
adults in the study and the fact that the demographic
method does not require as many assumptions as the
genetic methods do (above) suggest that the demographic
estimate should be the most reliable among the three
estimators in our study.

Comparing estimates of Nb
In comparing estimates of effective size, it is important to
ensure that the same time periods are being considered. In
the case of parent–offspring samples, the temporal method
estimates Nb in the parental generation, and LD measured
in the offspring also produces an estimate of Nb in the
parental generation (Waples 2005). Thus, the temporal
estimates using genetic data from the adult samples
spawning the same run year and their offspring cohorts
are directly comparable to the LD estimates using the same
genetic data from the offspring cohorts, despite the fact that
the former applies to the variance effective size and the latter
applies to the inbreeding effective size. The demographic
method produced an estimate of inbreeding Nb that is also
applicable to the parental generation (Araki et al. 2007).
Therefore, the temporal, LD, and demographic methods all
estimate Nb in the adults spawning each run year and can
be compared directly.
© 2007 The Authors
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We compared the genetic estimates of Nb with Nb[demo]
by taking ratios (Nb[temp]/Nb[demo] or Nb[LD]/Nb[demo]). The
overall ratio for each population (among run years) was
obtained using geometric mean, because the geometric
mean provides an unbiased summary statistics (i.e. the
geometric mean results in the expected ratio equals one
when the expectation of denominator and that of numerator
are the same).

Results
Bias in the temporal method using a single-generation
data set
We want to evaluate the bias in F(and hence Ne) that arises
when allele frequency differences between parents and
offspring are influenced not only by genetic drift but
also by differential reproductive success of two groups
of parents. For simplicity, we ignore sampling and
assume that the entire population is assayed genetically
(N = SP = SO). First, we consider one allele in a hypothetical
population that is composed of two groups (X and Y)
(Fig. 1). If the allele frequency in groups X and Y is pX and
pY, respectively, average allele frequency in the parental
population (p) is
p = apX + (1 − a)pY ,

(eqn 3)

where a is a fraction of group X in the population. Now, let
the two groups contribute genes to a large gamete pool that
will form the next generation, and let R be the per-capita
relative reproductive contribution of group X (immigrants)
compared to group Y (local residents). Under these conditions, the average allele frequency in the gamete pool
produced by the parental population (pgp ) is
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p gp =

apX R + (1 − a)pY
,
aR + (1 − a)

(eqn 4)

If the next generation is produced by random draw from
the gamete pool, the allele frequency in the progeny, p′, is
subject to random genetic drift. We evaluate (∆p)2, where
∆p is the difference in allele frequency between parents and
offspring (i.e. over a single-generation and ∆p = p′ − p). We
note that ∆p can be written as ∆p = [(p′ − pgp) + ( pgp − p)],
which shows that the allele frequency change has two components, the first related to genetic drift, and the second
related to the selective differences between the groups
(Fig. 1). For any given initial conditions, the change due
to selection (Κ = pgp − p) is a constant determined by
equations 3 and 4, so we can write ∆p = (p′ − pgp) + K.
In the diploid model, taking the expectation of (∆p)2 gives us
E[(∆p)2 ] = E[(p ′ − p gp )2 ] + K 2 =

p gp (1 − p gp )
2N e

+ K 2 , (eqn 5)

where Ne is the effective size in the progeny generation.
Standardizing to initial allele frequency (Waples 1989)
leads to
p gp (1 − p gp )
 ∆p2 
K2
E
+
 = E[F] =
p(1 − p)2 N e
p(1 − p)
 p(1 − p) 
≈

(eqn 6)

1
K2
.
+
p(1 − p)
2N e

This approximation is obtained when pgp(1 − pgp)/p(1 − p)
≈ 1, which is reasonable if K is not too large. Recalling that
K = (pgp − p), we see that the second term in equation 6 is
essentially FST between the parental population and the
gamete pool it produces. Equation 6 shows that under the
scenario considered, the temporal F is biased upwards
by approximately the FST value generated by selective
differences between parental groups. This bias is zero if
K = 0, which occurs if any of the following is true: a is 0 or
1 (only one group); pX = pY (no allele frequency differences
between the groups); or R = 1 (no selection). Otherwise,
selection will cause an allele frequency shift between the
parental population and the gamete pool that will upwardly
bias F and downwardly bias Ne. Since K is a constant for
given initial conditions, the relative importance of the bias
will be greatest when Ne is large and hence the first term
small.
Now let
Q = K 2 /p(1 − p) =

p2gp + p2 − 2 p gp p
p(1 − p)

Fig. 2 Effects of Q (= K2/p(1 − p)) on Ne/Ne in the temporal method.
True Ne used here are 10, 100, and 1000 (lines top to bottom). Note
that Q = 0 when K = (pgp − p) = 0, whereas Q = 1 when p = 0.5 and
pgp = 0 or 1. Curves were generated analytically using equation 8.

,

and note that Ne = 1/(2F) in the diploid model if we ignore
sampling in the temporal method (N = SP = SO in equation 1).
Substituting the expected value of F from equation 6 leads to

Ne ≈

1
1
+ 2Q
Ne

=

Ne
1 + 2QN e

(eqn 7)

and the ratio of Ne to true Ne is
Ne
1
≈
.
N e 1 + 2QN e

(eqn 8)

Equation 8 shows that the estimate of effective size will
be unbiased if Q = 0, which implies K = 0 and which occurs
under the conditions described above. As Q increases,
however, Ne/Ne decreases very quickly, and the bias is
stronger when true Ne is large (Fig. 2).
To evaluate the influence of each parameter on the bias,
Ne/Ne ratios were plotted in various parameter sets (Fig. 3
for examples of a = 0.5, px = 0.5, py = {0.45, 0.40, 0.30}, R = 0.3,
Ne = 100 unless mentioned). Results are as follows: first,
natural selection is a major determinant of the level of bias,
and the bias is strong when the difference in allele frequency
between groups is large as expected (Fig. 3a). When natural
selection is very strong (e.g. R ≤ 0.3), even a slight difference
in allele frequency between groups results in a strong bias
(top line in Fig. 3a). Second, true Ne affects Ne/Ne even
more strongly than does natural selection (Fig. 3b). Ne/Ne
declines very quickly as Ne increases, indicating that Ne
does a poor job of tracking true Ne. This figure illustrates
the effect of Ne seen in equation 7, in which Ne approaches
1/2Q as Ne increases. Third, the fraction of lower-fitness
group (a) maximizes the bias when a is intermediate, but
this effect is relatively minor when the difference in allele
frequency between groups is small. When the difference in
allele frequency between groups is large, however, the bias
is stronger if a is close to one rather than close to zero
(Fig. 3c). It means that Ne is more strongly biased when
larger fraction of parents have low reproductive success.
© 2007 The Authors
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sample includes new immigrants. In the simulations of a
haploid model, we examined cases of a = 0.5, px = 0.5,
py = 0.30, R = {0.3, 0.5, 0.8} and Ne = {200, 2000} to compare
results with those using the analytical approach using
the diploid model above. In the single-pulse migration
scenario at t = 0, we further considered two sampling
schemes, sampling at generation 0 and t, and sampling at
generation t-1 and t (Methods).
Pulse migration. In the first sampling scheme (samples taken
in generations 0 and t), simulation results showed that the
bias remained large even when the marker was not linked
to the selected locus (Fig. 4a). When there was no recombination between the loci (Fig. 4b), Ne/Ne even decreased
as t increased in some cases. These results presumably reflect
the fact that the change in allele frequency due to natural
selection accumulates through the generations, until either
recombination sets the marker locus free from the selection
or the deleterious allele is eliminated from the population.
In the second sampling scheme (samples taken in generations t-1 and t), the bias disappeared quickly (within a few
generations) when the marker locus was not linked to the
locus under selection (Fig. 4c). When there was no recombination (Fig. 4d), however, the bias remained long and
recovery from the bias was slower under weak selection
(i.e. when R is large).

Fig. 3 Effects of various parameters on Ne/Ne in the temporal
method. (a) Effect of natural selection parameter (R) on Ne/Ne. The
other parameters are: a = 0.5, px = 0.5, py = {0.45, 0.40, 0.30} (lines
top to bottom), Ne = 100. (b) Effect of true effective population size
(Ne) on Ne/Ne. The other parameters are: a = 0.5, px = 0.5, py = {0.45,
0.40, 0.30} (lines top to bottom), R = 0.3. (c) Effect of fraction of
group X (a) in the parental population on Ne/Ne. The other
parameters are: px = 0.5, py = {0.45, 0.40, 0.30} (lines top to bottom),
R = 0.3, Ne = 100. Ne/Ne = 1 when there is no bias. Curves were
generated analytically using equations 3, 4, and 8.

Multigeneration effects
All the conclusions above were based on single-generation
data (parent–offspring samples), in which only the parent
© 2007 The Authors
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Recurrent migration. In the first sampling scheme with
recurrent migration, Ne/Ne increased linearly as t increased
(Fig. 4e,f). Ne/Ne was generally larger than one when t was
large. The overestimation of Ne under this scenario is
consistent with results obtained by Wang & Whitlock
(2003), which assumed no selection (see Discussion). In the
second sampling scheme, Ne/Ne values were independent
of t and similar to those for t = 1 in Fig. 4e (free recombination)
and Fig. 4f (no recombination), because the population was
at the equilibrium state before the sampling (Methods). In
general, the downward bias was smaller than occurred
under the pulse migration, as expected from the fact that
recurrent migration with constant allele frequency reduces
the allele frequency differences between immigrants
and local residents. When selection was very strong (e.g.
R = 0.3) and when there was no recombination, however,
the bias stayed large (Fig. 4e,f).

ñb in steelhead populations
In the natural populations of steelhead, Nb[temp] and Nb[LD]
were evaluated by comparing them with estimates of Nb
from the demographic method (Nb[demo], see Methods). The
temporal method generally underestimated Nb relative to
estimates from the demographic method (Table 1). The
downward bias in Nb[temp] was very strong in Su94–97 and
Wi91 but less so in Wi95–98. Estimates of Nb[temp] in Su98
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Fig. 4 Simulation results for multigeneration effects on temporal estimates (Ne) in admixed populations subject to selection. Monte Carlo
simulations on a haploid model were used. Upper panels: free recombination between loci; lower panels: no recombination. (a–d): a singlepulse migration at generation 0. (a,b) temporal sampling at generations 0 and t. In these cases, the downward bias decreases only slowly
as t increases, and the bias actually increases when there is no recombination and selection is weak. (c,d) temporal sampling at generations
t-1 and t. In these cases, the downward bias disappears quickly in general, but remains long when there is no recombination and selection
is weak. (e,f): recurrent migration every generation, with 100 generations of migration before collecting data to ensure equilibrium
conditions; temporal sampling at generations 0 and t. In these cases, Ne/Ne increases linearly with t, and the bias is generally upward except
when there is no recombination and selection is strong. Other parameters are a = 0.5, px = 0.5, and py = 0.30, which correspond to Fig. 3.
In all the cases, the results represent Ne/Ne calculated over 10 000 replications.

and Wi92–94 were similar to the demographic estimates.
These sets of run years perfectly match parental samples
with large proportions of Htrad (Su94–97 and Wi91), those
with about 50% of Hsupp (Wi95–98), and those with almost
no hatchery fish (Su98 and Wi92–94) (Table 1). The ratios of
Nb[temp] to Nb[demo] were especially low (< 10%) for Su94,
Su96, and Su97, in which %Htrad were the largest (> 80%).
Estimates of Nb from the LD method were much closer to,
and were not consistently higher or lower than, the demographic estimates (74 –159% of demographic estimates; the
one exception being 38% in Su94). Seven out of eight sample
sets in the winter run showed Nb[LD] < Nb[demo], but the
differences were relatively minor (the geometric mean
of the ratio Nb[LD]/Nb[demo] in winter run = 0.85), and Nb[LD]
was not consistently smaller than Nb[demo] in summer run
(the geometric mean = 0.93 in summer run, and = 1.16
when Su94 is excluded). Su94 was notable in having the

largest run size of anadromous parents, the highest proportion of hatchery breeders, and the fewest returning
offspring per capita (Araki et al. 2007), but it is not immediately clear why these factors should lead to an unusually
low Nb[LD]/Nb[demo] ratio.

Discussion
The analytical and simulation results suggest that the
temporal method for estimating Ne will be strongly biased
under many circumstances of admixed populations under
natural selection. Although our results used the momentbased temporal method, qualitatively similar biases would
be expected for more recent likelihood-based implementations of the temporal method (e.g. Wang 2001; Berthier
et al. 2002), since the latter methods also depend on the
magnitude of allele frequency change over time.
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The bias is particularly strong when Ne is large because
the absolute magnitude of bias in F (Q in equation 8) is
relatively more important in large populations (Fig. 2, Fig. 3b,
and Fig. 4). The insensitivity of Ne to Ne (small Ne regardless of the true Ne) could lead to inappropriate conclusions,
not only about the degree of genetic drift and effectiveness
of natural selection in natural populations, but also about
the conservation status of the populations.
The Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate that the level
of bias in the temporal Ne further depends on sampling
schemes, recombination rates around marker loci, and the
history of migration. Our data suggest that when the first
temporal sample contains low-fitness migrants from a
pulse migration, the bias does not disappear even though
the second temporal sample is collected several generations later (Fig. 4a). In fact, the bias actually increases over
time (as the second temporal sample is collected in later
generations), if marker loci are linked to sites under selection (Fig. 4b). On the other hand, the bias is negligible
when the pulse of migration occurs several generations
earlier than the first temporal sample is collected and the
marker loci are not linked to the sites under selection
(Fig. 4c). It is interesting that if the marker loci are linked to
sites under selection, recovery from the bias is slower
when the selection is rather weaker (Fig. 4d). We believe
that this delay in recovery from the bias is because the
population takes longer to eliminate the deleterious allele
introduced by the migrants when selection is less effective.
Indeed, the average generation at which the deleterious
allele frequencies first became < 0.1 was t = 2 for R = 0.3,
t = 4 for R = 0.5, and t = 10 for R = 0.8 when Ne was 2000 in
the condition of Fig. 4d.
Ultimately, the source of the bias described in this study
arises because of the violations of two explicit assumptions
of the temporal method — that the target population is
closed to migration, and that the marker loci behave
neutrally. In the absence of selection, migration can have
different effects depending on its timing relative to the
samples. If immigration begins after the first sampling
period, then the final allele frequencies can be changed
beyond that expected from the local Ne, causing an underestimate of Ne. On the other hand, if the target population
receives a constant rate of immigration from a large stable
source population, allele frequency changes will be underestimated as sampling interval increases, which results in
an overestimate of Ne (Fig. 4e,f). This latter effect occurs
because genes at constant frequency arriving from the
source population represent a form of genetic inertia to the
target population, and the local gene frequencies do not
drift as much as would be predicted from the local Ne
(Wang & Whitlock 2003). In our simulation, the linear
increase of Ne/Ne was observed even in a case of no selection (R = 1, data not shown), suggesting that the overestimation is indeed caused by the recurrent migration itself.
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Here we have shown that when immigration begins
before the first sampling period and is coupled with selection, the general result is a downward bias in estimates of
Ne. Even under Wang & Whitlock’s (2003) scenario (recurrent migration from a constant source), selection can still
cause an underestimation of Ne under certain conditions
(e.g. when selection is very strong and the marker is linked
to a selected site; Fig. 4f).
Under recurrent migration, the net direction of bias
probably depends on the migration–selection balance,
which affects the level of genetic differentiation between
migration-source and local populations. Indeed, in all the
cases in which Ne/Ne is close to one at t = 1 in Fig. 4(e,f),
allele frequencies at the marker locus in the local population (py) were very close to those in the migrants (px) from
the beginning of the temporal Ne estimations, and the
deleterious allele at the selected locus was nearly fixed in
the populations due to massive recurrent migration we
assumed (a = 0.5). These simulation results are consistent
with expectations from the analytical results (equation 8),
which shows that the magnitude of bias is inversely related
to Q = K2/p(1 − p) ≈ FST between the parental population
and the gamete pool it produces. In the pulse migration
scenario, Q is very large at t = 1 (because of the fixed allelic
difference between immigrants and local residents) and
remains relatively large for any pair of samples taken multiple generations apart as long as the first sample includes
immigrants with divergent allele frequencies. When the
samples are taken only one generation apart and the first
sample is taken some time after the pulse migration, Q is
smaller because the maladapted migrant alleles have been
reduced in frequency before sampling begins. In the
recurrent migration scenario, Q is always small because at
equilibrium the frequency of the maladapted allele in the
local population approaches that in the immigrants.
In the Monte Carlo simulations, we assumed a simple
haploid model, which we believe is also relevant to a
diploid model without dominance. If the deleterious allele
at the selected locus is recessive, the influence of natural
selection should persist longer in the population and the
recovery from the bias should be delayed.
In the Hood River steelhead populations, the fact that
the strongest deviation of Nb[temp] was observed in run years
with high proportions of Htrad fish suggests that Nb[temp]
was biased due to the very poor reproductive success of
Htrad fish (6–45% of wild-born fish), as previously identified for some of these run years (Su95–96 and Wi91, Araki
et al. 2006). According to the analytical results, if the parental
generation includes a large number of genetically distinct
and less-fit (nonlocal) fish, changes in allele frequency
between parental and offspring samples will be inflated
and Nb[temp] will be underestimated. That wild-born parents
and traditional hatchery-born parents differ detectably in
allele frequencies in Hood River steeelhead supports this
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hypothesis (FST ∼0.02, unpublished data). Moderate levels
of deviation of Nb[temp] observed in the run years with 50%
of supplementation (local) hatchery-born fish indicate that
the temporal method is quite sensitive to the different
genetic composition of the temporally spaced samples and
natural selection.
This type of bias is expected to be largest in years in
which the hatchery fish represent a substantial fraction of
parents but leave few offspring — as what occurred in Su94
and Su96. The LD method, which is based entirely on data
for the sample of offspring that are actually produced,
should not be affected by this particular bias. However, the
LD method can be affected by other factors, including
population mixture and admixture (Nei & Li 1973; Waples
& Smouse 1990; Vitalis & Couvet 2001). If the offspring
sample includes individuals from two different gene pools,
or if the offspring are progeny of matings between genetically differentiated populations, then the magnitude of LD
will be inflated by disequilibrium due to population
mixture/admixture (a two-locus Wahlund effect, Sinnock
1975) as well as genetic drift. The inflated LD will, in turn,
downwardly bias estimates of effective size. This effect
would be strongest when the different parental groups are
genetically very divergent and have comparable contributions to the offspring generation (Waples & Smouse 1990).
This factor might be partially responsible for the slightly
reduced Nb[LD] in some winter run samples (except Wi92–
94, which had no hatchery fish) and the low value for Su94.
Our results, however, suggest that in the steelhead example
any biases associated with Nb[LD] were generally much
smaller than those associated with Nb[temp].
The Hood River steelhead program is a common
example of artificial propagation. In this population, a
local population receives episodic infusion of genetically
differentiated (nonlocal) immigrants, and the immigrants
have very low reproductive success. The maladaptation of
the nonlocal immigrants in turn could help maintain the
local adaptation and the population genetic differentiation. Under those conditions, allele frequency differences
between the parents (locals + immigrants) and their offspring (or subsequent generations) would be larger than
those between local parents and their offspring. As a consequence, a temporal estimate of Ne would be downwardly
biased, just as what was found in this study. Given the
demonstrated importance of local adaptation in a wide
range of taxa (Mousseau et al. 2000), this potential source of
bias in the temporal method might be more common than
has previously been appreciated. A slight variant of this
scenario is suggested by the widespread evidence for outbreeding depression in F2 and subsequent generations in
hybridized populations of many taxa that do not show a
reduction in fitness (and which might even exhibit heterosis) in the F1 generation (reviewed by Tallmon et al. 2004).
Under this scenario, exogenous alleles present in immigrants

would be selectively removed from the population in the
F2 and subsequent generations, leading to a similar type of
downward bias in temporal estimates based on samples of
parents (locals and immigrants) and their descendents.

Conclusions
Using both analytical and experimental approaches and
computer simulations, we found strong downward biases
in Ne estimates from the temporal method when genes
associated with a particular group of parents are selected
against in the offspring sample. Our results illustrate some
caveats that should be kept in mind in using genetic
methods to estimate effective size of composite populations
that include two or more parental groups with (potentially)
differences in mean reproductive success. Although our
example involved hatchery and wild populations of fish,
the problem is more general and could apply to a wide
range of situations of conservation interest. For example,
translocation programs are increasingly being used with
endangered species (Tallmon et al. 2004), and these often
would lead to the same type of local/nonlocal sampling
issues considered here. Even in entirely natural systems,
dynamic processes can lead to episodic infusions of migrant
individuals into local populations, where the migrants often
have greatly reduced reproductive success. Application of
the temporal method to such systems could lead to the
same type of bias described here. In contrast, substantial
biases in the LD method would be more likely to occur if
the sample has been unwittingly taken of progeny from
two or more gene pools, or if the sample is from a recently
admixed population.
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